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ABSTRACT
Cache side channel attacks are attacks that leak secret information through physical implementation of cryptographic
operations, nullifying cryptographic protection. Recently,
these attacks have received great interest. Previous research
found that software countermeasures alone are not enough
to defend against cache side channel attacks. Secure cache
designs can thwart the root causes of cache side channels and
are more efficient. For instance, Newcache is a cache design
that can enhance security, performance and power efficiency
simultaneously through dynamic memory-cache remapping
and eviction randomization. However, these cache designs
seldom had their security verified experimentally by mounting cache side channel attacks on them.
In this paper, we test the security of Newcache using representative classes of cache side channel attacks proposed for
conventional set-associative caches. The results show that
Newcache can defeat all these attacks. However, what if
a very knowledgeable attacker crafted the attack strategy
targeting the secure cache’s design? We redesign the attacks specifically for Newcache. The results show that Newcache can defeat even crafted access-driven attacks specifically targeted at it but sometimes succumbs to the specifically crafted timing attacks, which is due to a very subtle vulnerability in its replacement algorithm. We further
secure Newcache by modifying its replacement algorithm
slightly, thus defeating these specifically crafted timing attacks. In addition, the improved Newcache simplifies the
replacement algorithm in the original Newcache design.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Encryption is used to protect the confidentiality of secret
information. However, the protection of strong cryptography may be nullified by the physical implementation of the
cipher. The byproduct information of cryptographic operation such as timing, power, and eletromagnetic radiation
can be exploited by attackers to extract secret information.
These are called side channel attacks[7, 4]. Cache side chan-
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nel attacks are side channel attacks based on cache access
mechanisms in processors[13, 15, 2, 12, 3, 6, 18]. Many
cryptographic operations heavily use memory accesses to
look up substitution tables, and the addresses of the memory accesses are dependent on the secret key. Therefore, if
the address of the memory accesses are known to the attackers, it is possible to infer secret key bits. The use of
a cache enables attackers to learn the addresses of memory
accesses since the timing difference between cache hits and
cache misses is large. Cache side channel attacks can be
performed on various platforms, from smart cards to cloud
server, and therefore are a serious security consideration.
Most existing solutions for cache side channel attacks are
software based. Some advancements have been made for
high performance AES implementations without table lookups.
For example, Könighofer et al proposed a fast implementation of AES using bitslices with constant time [9]. Intel introduced AES-NI instructions that enable fast software AES
implementation using AES-specific instructions [11]. However, these solutions are specific to AES. Lee [10] proposed a
general-purpose parallel table lookup instruction, that allows
software-controlled tables to be accessed in constant time,
speeding up AES and avoiding cache side channel attacks.
Recently, several hardware secure cache designs have been
proposed to secure the cache itself. The hardware solutions
are more general and apply to different cryptographic operations and attacks without causing significant performance
degradation. Although security analysis specific to some secure cache designs is provided in some previous work[17, 16,
5, 8, 13], few designs have been tested with real attack experiments. Mounting practical cache side channel attacks
on a secure cache design is the most straightforward way to
evaluate its security, albeit it cannot formally prove a design is secure if the attack does not succeed, given a fixed
number of trials that an attacker can perform. However, it
does identify the potential security vulnerability of the design if the attack does succeed. Therefore, it is very helpful
in guiding secure cache design for computer architects. It
is worth noting that it is non-trival to mount the proposed
cache side channel attacks. Nearly all the proposed cache
side channel attacks are based on the assumption of a conventional set-associative cache, which is no longer true in
many secure cache designs. In this paper, we evaluate the
security of a secure cache design, Newcache[16], using existing attacks for conventional caches as well as specifically
redesigned attacks for Newcache.
The contributions of this work are:
• Evaluating the security of Newcache using practical

cache side channel attacks for conventional caches and
finding that Newcache can defeat all three representative attacks.
• Redesigning attacks specifically for Newcache and finding that Newcache can defend against access-driven
attacks but does not always defend against a timing
attack crafted specifically for it.
• Improving the random replacement algorithm of Newcache so that it can defeat the specifically designed
attacks while using a simpler replacement algorithm
than the original Newcache design.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2,
we briefly introduce representative cache side channel attacks, and the cache architecture of Newcache. In section 3,
we show the results for evaluating the security of Newcache
using existing attacks. In section 4, we redesign attacks
specifically targeting Newcache with the knowledge of Newcache organization. We show the improved Newcache design
in section 5 that secures Newcache against the specifically
designed attacks. We conclude our work in section 6.

2.
2.1

BACKGROUND
Classification of Cache Side Channel Attacks

Cache side channel attacks are usually categorized into
three types [1]: access-driven, trace-driven, and timing-driven
attacks. In access-driven attacks, the adversary can get information on which cache sets are accessed by the victim
process using a technique called the Prime and Probe attack
[12] shown in Figure 1a. The adversary runs a spy process
on the same processor as the victim process. The spy process repeatedly ”primes” the cache by filling the cache with
its own data. After a certain time interval, the spy process
runs again, and measures the time to load each set of its data
(called the ”Probe” phase, which primes the cache for subsequent observations.). If the victim process accesses some set
of the cache during this time interval between Prime and
Probe, it will evict at least one of the spy process’ cache
lines, which causes the spy process to have a cache miss on
this cache line, and thus a higher load time for this block.
On the other hand, for trace-driven and timing-driven attacks, an adversary is able to get information related to the
total number of cache hits or misses for the victim process’
memory accesses. In trace-driven attacks, an adversary can
capture the profile of cache activity in terms of hit and miss
for each memory access of the victim process performing
an encryption. In timing-driven attacks, the adversary can
only observe the aggregate profile, i.e, the total execution
time for encrypting a block. This approximates the total
number of cache hits and misses.
Even for timing-driven attacks, an adversary can introduce some interference to the victim process to indirectly
learn whether a certain set is accessed by the victim process. This technique is called Evict and Time[12] as shown
in Figure 1b. The adversary can first trigger a block encryption and then evict one specific cache set with its own
data items. The adversary then triggers another block encryption, and measures the encryption time of the victim
process. If the victim process accesses the evicted set, the
block encryption time tends to be higher due to incurring

Figure 1: Illustration of (a) Prime and Probe and
(b) Evict and Time attack technique

at least one cache miss. Bernstein’s attack [2] is a special
case of the Evict and Time attack in which the eviction of
a cache set is done by the program wrapper which is within
the victim process.
A cache collision timing attack is a timing-driven attack
where there is no interference by an adversary’s process.
Without running a spy process, the adversary has to rely on
the victim process’ cache hits to learn something about the
memory addresses used by the victim.
In this work, we will focus on access-driven attacks and
Evict and Time attacks because defending against these
classes of attacks is the goal of Newcache.

2.2

Newcache Architecture

Several hardware solutions have been proposed to defend
against cache side channel attacks[14, 17, 16, 8, 5]. Most of
these hardware solutions use some form of cache partitioning or randomization to eliminate the cache interferences or
randomize the cache interferences, respectively. In the cache
partitioning approach, the cache is partitioned into different zones for different processes and each process can only
access its reserved cache lines, thus eliminating cache interference[17, 5]. Instead of not allowing cache interference,
the randomization approach randomizes cache interference
by random permutation of the memory-cache mapping and
randomizing the cache eviction[17, 16]. This is like performing a ”Moving Target Defense (MTD)” in hardware cache
design, against access-based attacks and eviction-based timing attacks.
Newcache[16] is a representative cache design using the
randomization approach, employing both techniques of dynamic memory-cache remapping and eviction randomization. The block diagram and cache access handling process
of Newcache is shown in Figure 2a and Figure 3a. Newcache
introduces a level of indirection in the memory-cache mapping by employing a logical direct mapped (LDM) cache
(which does not exist physically). The LDM cache has a

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Block diagrams of (a) original Newcache and (b) improved Newcache

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Cache access handling process of (a) original Newcache and (b) improved Newcache. C: cache line
selected by address decoder; D: memory line accessed; R: victim cache line for replacement; PX : protection
bit of line X
larger size than the physical cache and is indexed using a
longer index than needed for the physical cache. Hence the
memory-cache mapping consists of a fixed mapping from
the memory to the ephemeral cache and a fully-associative
mapping from the LDM to the physical cache. To implement Newcache, the address decoder in a conventional setassociative cache is replaced by a remapping table that contains a set of line number registers(LNregs). Each LNreg
stores a unique mapping from a logical direct mapped (LDM)
cache line to the physical cache line. The same set of LNregs
can be shared by multiple remapping tables (identified by
RMT ID), so that an attacker observes a different memorycache mapping than the victim. Each cache access starts at
searching the contents of the LNregs using the index bits and
the RMT ID. If no matched LNreg is found, an index miss
occurs. To randomize the cache interference, a random victim cache line is selected for replacement, which at the same
time will randomly permute the memory-cache mapping. If
a mapping is found in the LNreg, the following access is similar to accessing a direct mapped cache, which may have a
tag miss. With the use of multiple remapping tables and
eviction randomization, external cache interferences are totally randomized. However, internal cache interferences may

still exist through tag misses. To solve this issue, Newcache
associates a protection bit in the tag array for each cache line
to indicate whether this cache line contains security-critical
data. If a tag miss involves protected data, the missing
cache line will not be brought into the cache and will be forwarded directly to the processor. Instead, a random cache
line is evicted, tricking an attacker into thinking that the
missing memory line replaced a random line.

3.

ANALYZING ATTACKS

A complete cache side channel timing attack consists of an
online phase and an offline phase. In the online phase, the
attacker collects measurement samples during the victim’s
encryption. In the offline phase, the attacker processes the
measurement samples to recover secret keys. Only the online phase depends on the cache organization and the offline
phase is uniquely determined by the attack strategy. Therefore, we focus on the online phase of the Evict and Time and
Prime and Probe attacks and detail its strategy for getting
measurements.

3.1

General Measurement Strategy

3.1.1

Evict and Time attacks

The purpose of the Evict and Time attack is to learn
whether a specific security-critical memory line E is accessed
during encryption, therefore it is important for the attacker
to access appropriate memory lines in his memory space
before each encryption, which can occupy all the possible
cache slots where E may be placed, so that:

cache. For a SA cache, the W cache slots in a cache set
seti is where Ei can be placed, thus Si contains W memory
lines that are mapped to the same cache set seti . The union
of Si is a subset of an array of the same size as the cache,
which illustrates why the attacker can prime the whole cache
with an array of the cache size and probe the cache after the
victim program has run, to find the time to load each set,
in the Prime and Probe attack against a SA cache.

• memory line E is guaranteed to not be present in the
cache before encryption
• other security-critical memory lines (denoted as O)
may remain in the cache before encryption.
Then if memory line E is accessed in the subsequent encryption (depending on the secret key), it will lead to cache
miss when the attacker accesses it again thus it will have
”
a higher encryption time. For a conventional set-associative
(SA) cache, a cache set contains all the possible cache slots
that a specific memory line can be placed. Assume the cache
line size is B bytes, there are S cache sets in total and each
cache set contains W cache lines, then any two memory lines
that are S · B byes apart will be mapped to the same cache
set. If the attacker allocates an array of the cache size and
accesses W such memory lines, the specific cache set will be
exclusively occupied by the attacker’s memory lines.

3.1.2

Prime and Probe attacks

There are two types of information that an attacker can
learn from Prime and Probe attacks:
(type-I) whether a specific security-critical memory line
E is accessed during encryption
(type-II) which security-critical memory lines are accessed
during the encryption.
A type-I attack is very similar to the Evict and Time attack:
• the attacker needs to prime all the possible cache slots
where E can be placed using a specific set of W memory lines in his memory space during the prime stage
• the W memory lines are accessed in a proper order
during the probe stage to minimize cache interference
within the W memory lines.
Then if the memory line E is accessed during the encryption
(depending on the secret key), it will always evict one of the
primed memory lines, leading to a higher probe time.
For type-II attacks, assume that for any security-critical
memory line Ei (i = 1, ..., N ), denote the set of attacker’s
memory lines that can occupy all the possible cache slots
where Ei may be placed as Si , then we have:
• the set of memory lines (Z) that is accessed during the
N
[
prime stage satisfies
Si ⊆ Z
i=1

• the size of Z should be equal or less than the size of
the cache to minimize cache interference within Z
• each Si is probed separately during the probe stage.
If there is no cache interference between Si and Sj , a typeII attack is exactly a combination of several independent
type-I attacks, which is the case for a set-associative (SA)

Table 1: Simulator Configurations
Parameter
Value
ISA
x86
Baseline cache size
32 KB
Baseline cache line size
32 B
# of MSHR entry / # of targets per MSHR 1/1
Cache hit latency
1 ns
Memory access latency
100 ns
Number of extra index bits (k) in LNregs
4
Number of measurement samples
220

3.2

Experimental Results

We now apply the above attacks for a SA cache to Newcache. In particular, we perform simple first-round synchronous attacks against AES-128. The attacker can operate synchronously with the encryption on the same processor and exploit the fact that in the first round of AES
(0)
encryption, the accessed table indicies xi are related with
(0)
plaintext bytes pi and key bytes ki as xi = pi ⊕ ki for
all i = 0, ..., 15. Thus, if the plaintext byte pi and the ac(0)
cessed table index xi are known to the attacker, the attacker can immediately get the key byte ki . The plaintext
can be recorded by the attacker and the information on the
accessed table index is obtained through his measurement
of the access time of different cache lines.
We implemented Newcache on gem5, which is a cycleaccurate architectural simulator. We use the classic memory
system in gem5 to model Newcache as a non-blocking cache.
We used a system shown in Table 1. To increase the latency
difference of cache hit and cache miss, we only use a 1-level
cache hierarchy and assume 1-ns L1 cache access latency and
100-ns memory access latency. To minimize the latencyhiding effect due to a non-blocking cache, the miss queue
only has one miss status handling register (MSHR) and each
MSHR can only hold one request. We extended the page
table and TLB with one bit to indicate whether a page is
protected or not, and the protection bit can be read out from
the TLB. We set all the key bytes ki = 0 for all i = 0, ..., 15
in the experiment, which does not lose generality since the
key byte will be XORed with the random plaintext byte as
the table lookup indices for the first round encryption.

3.2.1

Evict and Time attack

For each measurement sample, the attacker needs to record
the encryption time of a block encryption and the corresponding 16 plaintext bytes. Then for each plaintext byte
pi , i = 0, ..., 15, we average the encryption time for each
of the 256 possible values of pi . In the first round of AES
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
encryption, four table indices xl , xl+4 , xl+8 , xl+12 will be
used to index table Tl , for l = 0, 1, 2, 3. Therefore, if the

Figure 4: Original Evict and Time attack result for (a) conventional 8-way set-associative cache (b) original
Newcache design

Figure 5: Original Type-I Prime and Probe attack result for (a) conventional 8-way set-associative cache (b)
original Newcache design
evicted memory line contains table entries of Tl , four table
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
lookups xl , xl+4 , xl+8 , xl+12 will be impacted, hence there
will be a significantly higher average encryption time for
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
certain values of plaintext bytes pl , pl+4 , pl+8 , pl+12 if the
attack can succeed.
Figure 4a and Figure 4b show the results for a conventional 8-way set-associative (SA) cache and Newcache, respectively. For the 8-way SA cache, the encryption time is
significantly higher than the average encryption time (only
the result for P2 is shown) when the plaintext takes values from 128 to 135 (8 table entries are indistinguishable
since they are in the same cache line), which means that the
attacker can easily recover the higher 5 bits of the corresponding key byte. However, for Newcache, no points with
significantly higher encryption time can be found for all the
plaintext bytes, which means that the (non-crafted) Evict
and Time attack for the conventional SA cache fails on Newcache. The failure of the attack is due to the fact that the
dynamic remapping in the Newcache will not ensure that the
W memory lines accessed by the attacker always occupy all
the possible cache slots where the security-critical memory
line E may be placed.

3.2.2

Prime and Probe attack

We performed attack experiments for both type-I and
type-II Prime and Probe attacks. For each measurement
sample, the attacker needs to record the time to probe each
set Si and the corresponding plaintext bytes. The offline
analysis of the type-I attack is the same as the Evict and
Time attack. As shown in Figure 5a and Figure 5b, the
type-I attack succeeded on the 8-way SA cache but failed on
Newcache.
The offline analysis of a type-II attack is slightly different.
For each plaintext byte pi , i = 0, ..., 15, we average the probe
time for a given value of the plaintext byte and a given
set Si and subtract the average time for all values of the
plaintext byte, and then use a grayscale figure to represent
the probe time (the longer the probe time, the lighter the

Figure 6: Original Type-II Prime and Probe attack result for (a) conventional 8-way set-associative
cache (b) original Newcache

color). Since we use all-zero key bytes in the experiment, a
bright straight line is expected in the grayscale graph if the
attack can succeed. For each non-zero key byte, there will
be a specific pattern in the grayscale figure, which makes
it easier for the attacker to figure out the secret key. The
results are shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b and again the
type-II attack succeeded on the 8-way SA cache but failed
on Newcache. The failure of the Prime and Probe attack
is due to the fact that the random eviction in Newcache
will not ensure that one of the W memory lines in each set
Si probed by the attacker is always evicted by the specific
security-critical memory line E, accessed by the victim.

4.

REDESIGNING ATTACKS TARGETING
NEWCACHE

Although all the three attacks for the SA cache fail on
Newcache, it does not mean that Newcache can defeat all
possible attacks. A smarter attacker may design attacks

Figure 7: Illustration of Evict and Time attack
specifically targeting Newcache
specifically for Newcache with the knowledge of its cache
organization. From section 3.1 we find that an appropriate
measurement for the Evict and Time and Prime and Probe
attacks requires the attacker to evict and probe appropriate
sets of memory lines. The W memory lines for the SA cache
may not be the right ones for Newcache. We noticed that
although the mapping from the LDM to the physical cache
is fully associative, the mapping from the memory to the
LDM is fixed; Hence a memory line only has one fixed cache
slot to be placed in if the mapping from the LDM cache to
the physical cache has been established (i.e. index hit but
tag miss). This enables an attacker to find the appropriate
memory lines by manipulating an array of the same size as
the ephemeral LDM cache.

4.1

Evict and Time attacks

To occupy the cache slot that may be replaced by a securitycritical memory line E, the attacker only needs to access a
memory line which has the same mapping (index bits) as
E, which exists in an array of the same size as the LDM
cache. As shown in Figure 7, assume that the size of the
LDM cache is L bytes and the AES tables are T bytes in
total. The diagonally shaded region in Figure 7 represents
the memory lines that have the same mapping with certain
memory lines in AES tables. Therefore, the attacker can
access any one of the memory lines in the shaded region.
However, since the attacker does not know the start address
of the AES tables and the size of the AES tables T is usually
much smaller than the size of the LDM cache L, the attacker
has to perform L/T independent trials to locate the desired
memory line. A smarter attacker can perform W trials at
the same time since at most one of the W trials can evict
a cache line containing AES table entries. This attack is
summarized as follows:
For the nth trial (n = 0, 1, ..., L/T /W ), repeat the following steps to collect M measurement samples:
(a) (Evict) access some W memory addresses, starting at
address n · W · T , with T bytes apart.
(b) (Time) Trigger an encryption with random plaintext p,
and time it.

4.2

Prime and Probe attacks

A type-I Prime and Probe attack can be done in a similar
way as an Evict and Time attack except that the attacker
measures the time to probe his own memory line instead of

Figure 8: Illustration of Prime and Probe attack
specifically targeting Newcache, showing that the
conflicting memory addresses to be primed by the
attacker can come from two trials,n − 1 and n, each
of size T .
measuring the encryption time. For a type-II attack, each
set Si contains one memory line that has the same mapping
as a security-critical memory line Ei . The union of Si is
exactly a continuous array of the same size as the AES tables (T bytes). Since the random eviction in Newcache may
lead to cache interference among the probed memory lines,
the proper set of memory lines to prime (Z) is the union
of Si (usually smaller than the cache size C). Similar to
an Evict and Time attack, the attacker does not know the
start address of Z and has to do multiple independent trials
with the array of the same size as the LDM cache (L bytes)
to locate Z. The type-II Prime and Probe attack against
Newcache is summarized as follows (as shown in Figure 8):
For the nth trial (n = 0, 1, ..., L/T ), repeat the following
steps to collect M measurement samples:
(a) (Prime) Read a value in each memory line of the array
ranging from n · T to (n + 1) · T
(b) Trigger an encryption with random plaintext p
(c) (Probe) For each set Si (i = 0, 1, ..., T /B), measure the
time to access address (n · T + i · B).
Figure 8 also shows that for Newcache, the memory addresses which conflict with AES table entries in the LDM
cache, which should be primed by the attacker, can come
from two trials, n − 1 and n, each of size T . The arrows
mapping from the LDM cache to the real physical cache is
supposed to show that it is random and each physical cache
slot is equally likely.

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental Results
Evict and Time attack

Since the size of the LDM cache L = 512KB, the AES
table size is T = 4KB, and we group W = 8 trials together,
thus we need to perform L/T /W = 16 independent trials.
In the experiment, the attack succeeded in the 6th trial, the
results are shown in Figure 9a. The high Tavg numbers near
P1 = 0 indicate that Newcache cannot defend against this
specifically designed Evict and Time attack.
The reason why the attack can succeed for Newcache is
very subtle. Assume that the attacker’s memory line A has

Figure 9: Specifically designed Evict and Time attack result for (a) original Newcache design (b) improved
Newcache

Figure 10: Specifically designed type-I Prime and Probe attack result for (a) original Newcache design (b)
improved Newcache
line A from occupying the conflicting cache slot first when
neither A nor E is in the cache. The root cause for the success of the attack is that the SecRAND algorithm cannot
totally randomize memory-cache mapping.

4.3.2

Figure 11: Specifically designed type-II Prime and
Probe attack result for (a) original Newcache design
(b) improved Newcache
the same mapping as memory line E that contains AES table entries. Consider the following scenario: The attacker
performs m consecutive measurements and for each measurement the attacker accesses A and then triggers a block
encryption; In the (m + 1)th measurement, the attacker accesses A again, there are three possible cases for this access:
1. hit if A remains in the cache since last access
2. index miss if both A and E are not in the cache, A will
be brought into the cache, randomly replacing a cache
line
3. tag miss if E is in the cache, A will not be brought
into the cache and a random cache line will be evicted
For the first two cases, all the following accesses to E (not
only the first access) during the (m + 1)th encryption will
have tag miss since the SecRAND algorithm does not allow E to be brought into the cache in this case. Note that
the first two cases are highly likely to occur because the
SecRAND algorithm cannot prevent the attacker’s memory

Prime and Probe attack

For the type-I attack, we probe the total time to load
W = 8 consecutive memory lines with T = 4KB apart in
order to reduce the number of trials needed, which leads
to L/T /W = 16 trials in total. We find that the 3rd trial
contains the appropriate memory lines that may have the
same mapping as a memory line containing table entries
of T2 , and the corresponding plaintext bytes p2 , p6 , p10 , p14
will potentially be impacted. The result for plaintext byte
p2 is shown in Figure 10a. No significant higher probe time
can be found for any plaintext values, which means that
even the specifically designed type-I attack cannot succeed
on Newcache.
For a type-II attack, we have to perform L/T = 128 trials
to ensure that the size of the primed array is smaller than
the cache size in order to minimize the internal interference
of primed memory lines. We find that trial 35 and 36 are
the correct trials that contain memory lines which are conflicting with part of the AES tables and we show the result
for trial 35 in Figure 11a, where no brighter straight line
can be found. Therefore, we can conclude that Newcache
significantly increases the difficulty to mount access-driven
attacks using Prime and Probe techniques.

5.

IMPROVED REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM

We propose a minor change to the original Newcache design in [16] to overcome this issue.The security-critical memory lines are distinguished from the non security-critical data
within a process by the protection bit (P-bit). Rather than
putting the protection bit within the tag array, it is placed
in the LNregs, which will be searched before tag comparison, causing an index miss (and subsequent randomization)
if the P-bits differ. The block diagram and cache access han-

dling process of this slightly modified Newcache are shown
in Figure 2b and Figure 3b, respectively. The P-bit is concatenated with the RMT ID to determine a remapping table. Note that the index miss check in Figure 3b includes
the P-bit equality check. In the above mentioned example,
the P-bit of the cache lines containing the AES tables is ’1’
while it is ’0’ for all the other data. Therefore, the attacker’s
memory line A will view a different remapping table from E,
thus the internal cache interference through the tag miss is
eliminated. Also, the performance is expected to be slightly
better than the original Newcache design since it eliminates
some of the tag misses (conflicting misses) and extra random
evictions. We performed the same attacks against the improved Newcache and show the results in Figure 9b, Figure
10b and Figure 11b. In all the three attacks, no significantly
higher encryption time or probe time can be found for all
the 16 plaintext bytes and all the trials, which proves that
the improved Newcache effectively defends against even the
Evict and Time attack and the two types of Prime and Probe
attacks, specifically crafted for it by a very knowledgeable
attacker.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we tested the security of a secure cache design, Newcache, using modified practical cache side channel
attacks. We find that Newcache can thwart all the three
representative attacks, whereas conventional set associative
caches succumb easily to each of the attacks. However, we
pointed out that it is important to adapt the online phase
of the attacks to the cache architecture for a more thorough security evaluation, because of even smarter attackers.
We redesigned attacks specifically for Newcache with the
knowledge of Newcache organization. The results showed
that Newcache failed to defend against the Evict and Time
attack specialized for it, but it defeated the access-driven
attacks using both type I and type II Prime and Probe attacks. We improved the Newcache design by moving the
protection bit (the P-bit) from the tag array to the index
field (the LNregs). The results showed that the improved
Newcache design can completely defeat all three representative attacks, the Evict and Time attacks and both types
of Prime and Probe attacks. In conclusion, this security
study shows that randomization in caches works to defeat
side-channel attacks, but the randomization must not be
subvertible by an attacker.
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